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Special Resolution Background Information 

 
 
 
Information in this package is provided to assist Alberta Fish and Game Association (AFGA) 
affiliated Clubs, Zones, designated delegates, and Life Members in their decision-making 
responsibilities related to a Special General Meeting (SGM) on October 15, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. 
through video conferencing. 
 
The resolution to be voted on is the following: 
 
Special Resolution 1 
Drafted by Alberta Fish and Game Association Executive 
 
Be it resolved the following Alberta Fish and Game Association club membership affiliation fee 
structure be implemented effective January 1, 2021: Regular (Club) Member $45 (18 and older); 
Family (Club) Member $60 (includes partner, and dependents under the age of 18 years); Youth 
(Club) $20 (under the age of 18).   
 
Other AFGA Memberships: 
 
Individual (Direct) Member $60 (18 and older); Family (Direct) Member $75 (includes partner, 
and dependents under the age of 18 years); Youth (Direct) Member $30 (under the age of 18). 
 
Provisions related to Lloydminster Fish and Game Association, due to its unique cross border 
location, would be maintained with the following assessment: Lloydminster Fish and Game 
Association Regular (Club) Member $22.50 (18 and older); Lloydminster Fish and Game 
Association (Club) Family Member $30 (includes partner, and dependents under the age of 18 
years); Lloydminster Fish and Game Association (Club) Youth member $10 (under the age of 18). 
 
Process 
 
Call for SGM includes this information package, previously supported by two letters from the 
President of the Alberta Fish and Game Association (AFGA) on July 14, 2020 and August 31, 
2020.                
 
In addition, there is the ability to participate in Online Zone Open Houses prior to the SGM to 
gain understanding of the issues facing the AFGA. Advance questions are appreciated and 
should be forwarded to  office@afga.org  under Subject “Questions-Open Houses”. Online Zone 
Open Houses are scheduled on October 6 and 7 on a video conference platform; detailed video 
conference links to follow. 

mailto:office@afga.org
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The SGM on October 15, 2020 will require Clubs, Zones, and Life Members to submit delegate 
names along with their respective, valid email addresses. Delegate selection will be based on 
Alberta Fish and Game Association Bylaws. 
 
Section 6.6 as follows: All affiliated organizations in good standing, having paid minimum 
affiliation of 20 members for the current year by January 31, shall be entitled to representation 
and voting privileges at the Annual Conference or at any SGM of the association as follows: two 
votes for the first 100 members or fraction thereof, plus one vote for each additional 100 
members or fraction thereof, up to 500 members, plus one vote for each additional 500 
members or fraction thereof, up to a maximum of 10 votes. Club rosters must be received by 
the AFGA office via membership@afga.org by September 30, 2020. 
 
Every Life Members of the AFGA is permitted to attend, participate in, and vote as a delegate at 
large at any Annual Conference or SGM as outlined in Section 2.9 (iv). 
 
Each member of the Executive and each duly qualified delegate has one vote at any Annual 
Conference or SGM as outlined in Section 10.1.  
 
Please submit delegate names and valid email addresses  to office@afga.org  by October 9, 
2020, under Subject “Delegate Selection”. 
 
The SGM will be held on October 15, 2020 through video conferencing. Only registered 
delegates as identified above can participate. The resolution is drafted as a Special Resolution, 
cannot be amended, and will require seventy five percent (75%) to pass. 
 
Voting will be held electronically, and open for forty-eight hours (48 hours) following the 
meeting for registered delegates regardless of whether they participated in the formal SGM 
proceedings. 
 
Voting results will be reported to delegates, Clubs, Zones, Life Members, and Executive within 
24 hours of the closing of the poll. 
 
Background Information 
 
The AFGA Executive realize that its members have many questions. To provide context, the 
financial situation that AFGA corporately is facing, is not the result of a single event, rather it is 
“Convergence of Events – the Perfect Storm”. The issues are multi-faceted; rooted in history and 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Historically, the organization has operated essentially on a break-even budget. Programs and 
projects have been added, often without making necessary budgetary reductions in other 
areas.  Revenue derived from membership fees has never covered the cost of running the 
organization. Instead, revenue needed to be generated from other sources such as through 
fundraising, gaming proceeds (raffles and casinos), donations, project administrative fees, and 
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grants. Much of this additional revenue comes with restrictions on its use, either internally or 
due to requirements from those providing the funds.  Previous budgets did not envision 
building a contingency fund, as is prudent fiscal management.  Organizations such as AFGA 
should have a minimum six-month reserve (6 month) beyond projected cash flow.  
 
Complicating the situation is an organization that is steeped in tradition, but at the same time 
must adapt to changing circumstances and requirements brought about by the digital age. The 
governance and management structures have weaknesses. Governance focused on reports, 
projects, and issue management, largely mirroring the clubs from where the lay volunteer 
Executive had their roots. The Executive placed trust in and relied on the staff to manage the 
fiscal affairs of the Association.  This is not a blame game; it is instead a reality check, as on the 
books, the organization is a 14 million-dollar entity. It is time for governance structure to 
become focused on strategic guidance, business planning, fiscal oversight, and policy 
development. 
 
The transition to a new leadership team following the retirement of the former Executive Vice 
President last October immediately started to identify issues of concern. This is a common 
occurrence when organizations go through such change as “new eyes” bring different 
perspective and understanding. The problems facing the organization are historical and 
heightened due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Senior Executive and the Executive Director 
immediately began addressing the situation including plans to reduce staff over time. With the 
declaration of the pandemic in March, it became clear that the immediate fiscal viability of the 
AFGA provincially was at stake, without dramatic action.  A Financial Planning Committee 
consisting of senior staff and four Executive members was struck to advise the AFGA Executive. 
As identified, it is not a single issue but a convergence of many that require immediate and 
comprehensive actions to address.  
 
What are the major issues?  Some have already been addressed, and many more will be 
addressed with the implementation of the provisional budget, others will involve organizational 
change. They can be grouped as follows: 
 

• Membership Decline 

• Core services not covered through membership revenue 

• Unbudgeted/unknown financial obligations 

• Ongoing decline in grant, gaming, and other revenue sources 

• Historical accounting shortcomings  

• Actual operations cost under reported  

• COVID-19 impacts  

• Lack of contingency or reserve funds 

• Governance Structure    
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Membership Decline 
 
While the Association has maintained roughly 25 thousand members in recent years, it became 
obvious that the pandemic has severely limited the ability of clubs to maintain and recruit 
members.  Membership numbers have fallen along with associated revenue. Year over year, 
change based on August 2019 to August 2020, show a reduction in membership from 22,028 to 
19,163. Based on classes, for Regular (Club) the numbers are 8,303 to 7,450. For Family, the 
change is 4,701 to 3,990.  
 
On a dollar value, the average membership revenue over the last 3 years has been $443K.  The 
current membership numbers show that total revenue from membership will be reduced by 
$50K in the current fiscal year. As the pandemic only began in March, the assumption is that 
membership will fall further in 2020/2021 fiscal year.  If membership fees were to remain 
where they currently are set, revenue realized from all classes of membership fees is projected 
to be only $343,598.  
 
Core services not covered through membership revenue 
 
Past budgets and fiscal statements show core services are not fully covered by membership 
revenue. No sustainable funding or restructuring model can be envisioned without at least core 
services being covered through membership revenue. Other funding sources are unpredictable, 
variable and more suitable for program or project support.  
 
Unbudgeted/unknown financial obligations 
  
It was discovered early in the transition that one of the payables for the Association was 
litigation related to AFGA’s administration of the Minister’s Special License Program.  The 
amount of legal costs incurred to date is $23K. Such actions cannot be funded with revenue 
from the Minister’s Special Licence Program.  Other unbudgeted expenses have come to light 
including an underpayment to our insurance carrier for Lyme Disease coverage of $20K. There 
are ongoing legal costs associated with potential litigation related to our former web design 
firm, where a final dollar amount is undetermined at this time.  
 
Ongoing decline in grant, gaming, and other revenue sources 
 
The Association is heavily reliant on additional funding beyond membership fees. Over many 
years, there has been difficulty in obtaining reliable sources of additional funding which has 
created unpredictable revenue flow projections. Many such funding sources are restricted in 
their use.   
 
If it had not been for a casino in 2017/2018 fiscal year that netted $71K, which was able to be 
used to cover some membership programs and an unrestricted grant of $100K from Alberta 
Environment and Parks in the 2018/2019 fiscal year, the financial crisis the Association is 
currently facing would likely have occurred in 2018/2019. 
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Accounting shortcomings  
 
Attempting to understand the financial situation facing the AFGA identified severe 
shortcomings. Questions related to the financials could not be answered in a timely manner. All 
revenue and payables were mixed in a single pool; this is accepted practice provided it can be 
tracked to the area, project, or program where it should reside. Despite the Association having 
the required software in place, this part of the program had not been implemented. To solve 
this issue, the Alberta Conservation Association (ACA) was contracted to provide accounting 
services to the AFGA. This occurred in April 2020, and only now has the actual financial position 
of the Association become fully understood. Extensive work and time were required to unravel 
the fiscal affairs of the Association, as it was necessary to go back a few years into the financial 
past.  Many issues were identified, but the positive news is that going into the fiscal year 
2020/2021, all outstanding issues will have been reconciled. Understandable financial 
statements will become the norm. 
 
Actual operations cost under-reported  
 
One of the major tasks of the Financial Planning Committee besides unravelling the financial 
picture of the Association was to identify options for the Executive dealing with the financial 
crisis. Immediate stop gap provisions were put into place, some enabled by pandemic support 
programs. As restructuring was the preferred option of the Executive, it was necessary to 
develop a provisional budget and test various projections.  One of the revelations is that the 
actual costs to run the operations side of the Association have been over $30K more in each of 
the last five years than documented in the budgets.  This has contributed to the needed 
reconciliation of the fiscal accounts of the Association to ensure all are capitalized 
appropriately.  
 
COVID-19 impacts 
 
Reference to this issue has been made earlier, but the impact of COVID-19 increases the 
difficulties for grassroots organizations such as AFGA to fundraise or sell memberships. It is 
reasonable to expect the impacts will be with us for at least several years. Generally, this has 
resulted in overall negative economic and societal impacts.  
 
Such unknowns make financial projections difficult. While we collectively are adjusting, there 
have been immediate issues for the Association, particularly in relation to managing cash flow. 
Besides membership declines, fundraising has been severely impacted.  Casinos have been put 
on hold, and only now are gaming tables beginning to open.  No announcement has been made 
when non-profit organizations such as ours will be able to host a casino. What type of revenue 
generation is possible in this environment is also unknown and not predictable.  Granting 
organizations are also facing uncertainty related to their funding and criteria for grants may 
change. The AFGA is not projecting any revenue from such sources in the 2020/2021 fiscal year.  
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Lack of contingency or reserve funds 
 
No such fund was created. The only asset that the Association can leverage is the building.  
Wildlife Trust Fund assets are not available as provisions have been put into place to prevent 
such use.  Even if a contingency fund were in place, it would not be able to deal with the 
financial crunch due to declining revenue without organizational change and creating a 
sustainable funding model. 
 
Governance Structure 
    
The financial crisis has caused the Executive to look inward across all programs and systems. 
The current governance structure along with associated objects, bylaws and policies have not 
kept-up with the needs of a modern organization. Part of any restructuring must involve 
implementing a contemporary governance structure focused on strategic guidance, business 
planning, fiscal oversight, and policy development. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Without the membership fee increase proposed being adopted, the AFGA will be unable to 
meet its financial obligations during the upcoming fiscal year. Bridge financing is required to 
meet the cash flow requirements before the next revenue pulse in March 2021, and to cover 
restructuring costs.  
 
Dissolution remains an option depending on the outcome of the Special Resolution vote. 
Dissolution procedures for the Association are outlined in the Bylaws section 12. Dissolution 
can be described as the orderly and structured disbandment of the Association. The Executive 
would attempt to meet outstanding obligations during such a process, and similar bridge 
financing to the restructuring option is required. It is anticipated that formal dissolution would 
take up to 24 months to complete as the transfer of land or assets to another charity must be 
done in a manner that would not trigger tax liability. From a member perspective, the AFGA 
would be unable to provide support, services, or benefits beyond December 31, 2020.  
 
The provisional budget for a restructured and downsized AFGA is aimed at achieving the 
objective of maintaining core services.  This includes ensuring the required charitable status of 
the Association, under which the Wildlife Trust Fund operates, is in place. While the Wildlife 
Trust Fund has been structured with a self-sustaining funding base, it does rely on provincial 
operations including accounting.  
 
Core AFGA Provincial Operation Services are as follows: 
 

• Membership, which includes membership database maintenance and ensuring member 
benefits are in place.  

• Zone and Club Support (Insurance is in place for gun and/or archery ranges, commercial 
general liability, and non-profit management and corporate liability insurance).  
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• Having a corporately functioning governance structure with necessary financial controls 
in place, along with liability protection through appropriate insurance and protocols.  

• Advocacy and communications.  

• Ability to hold an Annual General Meeting or Special General Meeting of the 
Association.  

• Annual report is prepared and filed with Alberta Corporate Registry.  
 
AFGA Provisional Budget for 2020/2021 Fiscal Year 
 
The provisional budget for a restructured and downsized AFGA is provided for the 2020/2021 
fiscal year (Oct 1, 2020 to September 30, 2021).  Both the revenue and expenses were modeled 
based on the fiscal review and reconciliation that has been taking place since the ACA was 
contracted to provide this service to the AFGA.  To maintain consistency and aid in comparison 
with past financial budgets and fiscal statements, where possible, line item headings have 
remained the same.  However, there will be some differences, as items may be grouped 
differently under the headings.  Based on the last fiscal year from which statements are 
available (2018/2019), the significant changes within the provisional budget are as follows: 
 

• Staffing costs in 2018/2019 were $382,235 and have been reduced to $225,792 (Line 
items 18, 19, 29 as need to include contracted services for accounting and 
communication for comparison) 

• Leadership expenses of $57,309 have been reduced to $6,000 (Executive will largely be 
covering their own expenses for travel, accommodations, and meals; most meetings will 
occur though digital communications) 

• Programs have been suspended such as Membership Incentive for additional savings of 
$20,000 

• Borrowing cost for maximum bridge financing that is available have been included in the 
amount of $44,400 (includes principle and interest) 

• Unrestricted grant revenue of $100,000 was available for membership program support 
in the 2018/2019 fiscal year, but the provisional budget does not contemplate there to 
be casino revenue or any significant grants available in this coming fiscal year due to the 
uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic 

 
The provisional budget is bare bones, has little flexibility, relies on anticipated revenue from a 
new fee structure leading to revenue projection of $603,000 and expenses $593,260 which 
would create a small surplus of $9,740. What the budget does not show is the difficulty of 
managing cash flow that has been an ongoing issue since the financial health of the Association 
was understood. The Wildlife Trust Fund is not shown in this budget as it is self-funding, 
including staffing costs, except for support services provided by the provincial AFGA. 
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Questions and Answers 
 
 An extensive supplemental resource is included in this information package that provides 
additional insight into the fiscal challenges facing AFGA.  The resource is structured using 
composite question that members have asked that further explore how the Association is 
responding to the issues that it currently faces. 
 
Value of Belonging 
 
What is the value in being a member of the Alberta Fish and Game Association? This is the 
critical issue every Club, Delegate, and Member will need to ask.  Putting it another way, what 
would be lost if the AFGA was to dissolve?  
 
The membership fee structure presented represents the real cost to run a restructured and 
downsized provincial AFGA.  Protecting and preserving our legacy is critical for the Executive 
and the staff of the AFGA. Untold hours have been spent by staff and Executive to manage the 
financial crisis. To move forward with restructuring requires financial support from the 
membership. 
 
Thank you, 
 

Staff and Executive of the Alberta Fish and Game Association  
 
Included resources: 
 

• Letter from the AFGA President July 14, 2020 

• Letter from the AFGA President August 31, 2020 

• Summary of AFGA Affiliation Insurance Coverage  

• Flowchart of Proposed Affiliation Fee Increase Process 

• Questions and Answers 

• Provisional Budget 
 


